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A: To answer your question: If the Column you are
trying to sum is called TotalSales, I would go with

SELECT SUM(TotalSales) FROM [file-name] I tried the
following in my SQL Server Management Studio, and
it gave me the SUM of the TotalSales column without

any errors. SELECT SUM([TotalSales]) FROM [file-
name] A: Ok, I think I found a solution. I'm going to
try and add the total amount for all the records in
the Excel file for the sale amount and the option

amount and then just sum that amount at the end of
it all. If anyone has any better way of doing this I

would be highly interested in hearing it too. This is
what I am trying to do: DECLARE @tittle CHAR(100)

= '' DECLARE @osome CHAR(100) = '' DECLARE
@item CHAR(100) = '' SELECT @tittle =

ISNULL(@tittle, '') + CHAR(13) + CHAR(10) +
CHAR(5) SELECT @osome = ISNULL(@osome, '') +
CHAR(13) + CHAR(10) + CHAR(5) SELECT @item =

ISNULL(@item, '') + CHAR(13) + CHAR(10) +
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CHAR(5) SELECT CASE WHEN (@ItemID = ''' +
@Item + ''') THEN ''' + @Item + ''' ELSE '''' + '' + '''

+ @Item + '''' END FROM ##insert my table here##
SELECT CASE WHEN (@ItemID = ''' + @Item + ''')

THEN @TotalAmount ELSE '''' + '' + ''' +
@TotalAmount + '''' END A: I think the solution to

this question is found on SQL-Fiddle: This sums the
TotalSales and OptionAmount column together.

SELECT SUM(TotalSales + OptionAmount) FROM [file-
name] Está preso em prisão domiciliar. Militante

nacionalista de primeira categoria, Ricardo Araújo
fez negócio de mercado paralelo para pagar caro e

atrair intervençõ
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